
1. Remember: Social Retail is a business like any other. 

Finding success with Social Retail is just like any other business. Know your market, discover new 
clients, deliver an appealing message and provide incredible customer service. 

Tip: the customer is always right. It’s the reason why 99% of LOOK customer reviews are five stars. 
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2. Wear and use LOOK OPTIC products and services. 

Our most successful partners use LOOK OPTIC products every day. They have no problem being 
enthusiastic about LOOK OPTIC, because they have a positive personal experience to draw from. 
Authentic excitement will motivate your buyers in a way no other tool can.

Tip: Always have a pair of Reader, Screen Reader (with blue-light protection) and sunglasses with you 
while on-the-go, so you can show off LOOK OPTIC in the moment.

3. Be a LOOK OPTIC expert. 

Maximizing your growth potential starts with being an expert in the space. While LOOK OPTIC’s plan is 
pretty straightforward, it’s important that you know our products inside and out. For example, what are 
LOOK OPTIC’s bestsellers? How do you earn bonuses? It’s much harder for a potential client or partner 
to say “no” when you’ve already got the answer. 

Tip: Sullivan and Abbey are LOOK OPTIC’s two top-selling styles, while Black and Tortoise are LOOK OPTIC’s 
best-selling colors. 

Tip: Sell $200 of LOOK products a month to make commissions on your downline.

4. Focus on buyers who’d benefit most from LOOK OPTIC.

Unlike most companies, LOOK OPTIC won’t ask you to make a list of 100 of just anyone. We 
recommend you start with a focused list of family, friends and colleagues whom you know would 
enjoy and benefit most from LOOK OPTIC products. 

Let a genuine enthusiasm for LOOK OPTIC become your calling card. When you’re also a customer, 
your excitement for the product will translate best to those who also appreciate stylish, purpose-driven 
eyewear. So spend less time focused on building a blanket network of contacts and more on direct 
sales to those buyers. This is where you’ll find the greatest success. 
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Tip: Sell, then recruit. Customers who have a positive experience with LOOK OPTIC first, are more apt to 
come on board as partners later.

Tip: LOOK OPTIC’s target demographic is stylish people over 40, as well as anyone who spends 6+ hours in 
front of a screen and needs protection from blue-light (whether or not they need a prescription). 

5. Discover your target market and sell directly. 

Focus your marketing efforts on direct messaging via social channels, rather than general advertising  
and broad promotion. This lets your contacts know that they’re not just another number. 

Tip: The reason we created a Social Retail program is to encourage one-to-one selling and to avoid 
broad advertising and promotions

6. Know exactly why your targeted market benefits from LOOK. 

Let your customers know why they will benefit from LOOK. Of course they will LOOK better, see better, 
and feel more confident, but let them know why and help them feel good about their purchase.  Reframe 
all the great features of your product and business into benefits.

Tip: The benefits of LOOK OPTIC include classic styles reinvented by former Oliver Peoples designers, light-
weight frames that never leave a mark, Italian Spring Hinges for maximum comfort, easily adjustable wire 
core temples, and prescription lenses. 

7. Develop strong awareness and consistently remind clients you are their Partner for purchasing glasses.

While LOOK will provide you with ideas, templates, marketing tools and promotions to help you sell 
products you too should be looking for new ideas. Thinking about what the brands you like are doing 
well and how you can leverage these ideas to help build your business.

Tip : Creating business cards, and researching the best hashtags will not be enough for you to reach your 
earning potential. You must be innovative, willing to try new things, and not afraid to fail.



8. Always ask for an intro. 

Don’t rely on who you know or those in your network, think about all of the possibilities and then 
proactively use your network for introductions.  Be proactive about asking contacts and partners 
for introductions to someone new who might love LOOK OPTIC. After all, the best sale is the unexpected sale. 

Tip: If you think selling to fraternities or sororities is a good idea, then leverage your network to find the 
best contact to start the discussion.

Tip: Don’t be afraid to reach out to a friend of a friend. You never know who might be able to point you 
in the direction of your next best market. 

9. Make it official with an appointment. 

Social Retail is exciting because it’s about making a real connection. And nothing makes a lasting impression 
like an in-person meeting/presentation. Make appointments with potential clients and partners to show 
them you’re authentically invested in their happiness with LOOK OPTIC products. 

Tip: If you can’t meet up, then video chat. This also helps extend your reach beyond what’s local. 

10. Create a communication system that sustains awareness. 

Follow-up is the key to success. Too often, individuals give up after the first ‘no.’ But “no” often just means 
it’s not a good time. So develop a system of communication that reminds contacts you’re always there 
to provide LOOK OPTIC products and services, but doesn’t overwhelm them to the point of opting out. 
Newsletters and targeted emails are great way to keep people excited about what you have to offer.  
And don’t be afraid to pay it forward. Remember, your success is linked to the success of your partners, 
so make sure to mentor and support them. You’ll only see your business grow in response. 

Tip: Try out an email platform or inexpensive CRM system to help create and manage your contacts. 

11. Commit. 

Despite what people will tell you, the failure rate in Social Retail and direct sales isn’t any more than any other 
home business opportunity. Just as many people give up selling on eBay, freelancing their skills, blogging, and 
more. What differentiates success from failure in any home business is commitment not to quit. That means 
learning to overcome rejection, avoiding mistakes, and staying the course towards success.

Tip: If you need a pick-me-up, don’t hesitate to rely on your network of partners. Their success is an incredible 
reminder that things are LOOKing up. 


